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SECTION _ A
(Answer aff - very short answer type - each question carries 1 mark)1 The input impedance of a CE amptifier is
2. Oscillator employes feedback.
3 The gain of an ideal Op_amp is
4' The inputs to an xoR gate is 1, 0 and 1, the output wi, be

SECTION * B
(Answer any seven - short answer type - Each question carries two marks)5 What do you mean by operating point ?
6. What is Barkhausen criterion ?
7 ' Explain why common collector circuit is not used for amplification purpose.B What is the need of negative feedback in an op_amp ?
9. What is a eUAD in a Karnaugh map ?

10. Define open loop gain and closed loop gain.

. 1 1. What are encoders and decoders ?
12' What is the purpose of a coupring capacitor in a transistor amprifier ?13. State De-Morgan's first and second theorem.
to 

3ffiil'i:ikixT.circuit what is the Boorean equation for cARRy and for

P.T.O.
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SECTION * C
(Answer'any four - short essayiproblem - Each question carries three marks)

15' A transistor used in cE connection has the foilowing set of h parameters
when the dc operating potnt i. V"= = S volts and l. = 1m A, h = 17AAe 

,ho" = 6 x 10-6 (i, h = 1.3 x to-. 
"ti 

the ac road r. fr"n ou,nrir"nsistor is2 Ko , find the (i) iriput impedance (ii) current gain (iii) vortage gain.'l6 Derive an expression for the output voltage of an op-AMp as summing amprifier.
17 Simplifytheexpression X= ABC+ABC+ABe +ABC
18 calculate the operating frequency and feedback fraction of a Haruey oscigatorglven L'= 1 mH' L"= 0'1 mH'c = 10 pF. The mutual inductance between thecoils.M=0,02mF1

19 A class A amplifier has a transformer as the road. rf the transformer has aturn ratio of 10 and the secondary load is 100Q, find the maximum ac po\r/eroutput. Given that zero signar coirector .,rrr"nt is 100 mA.
20' Exprain the three basic rogic gates with proper truth tabre.

SECTION * D

(Answer any two - Long essay type - each question carries five marrs;
21' Draw the circuit of a single stage cE amplifier. Explain the function of eachcomponent in the circuit' Also show that the output is lBOt out of phase withthe input.

Explain Karnaughmap simplification with examples of pairs, quads and octects
what are the idear characteristics of an op amp ? Arso discuss the working ofan op-amp integrator.

with the help of a neat diagram, explain the phase shift osciilator and mentionthe advantages and disaduantages.
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